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ABSTRACT
In clinical practice, reading disorders are still evaluated per-

ceptually. In order to alleviate this problem, we propose to

use automatic speech processing techniques to classify rea-

ding disorders. Therefore, we recorded 38 children who were

suspected to have a reading disorder. The recordings were

performed using a German standard test for reading disor-

ders. Each child was perceptually assessed and the number

of reading errors per child was recorded. Furthermore, the

reading duration was stored for each child. If either of both

values exceeded an age-dependent limit, the child was dia-

gnosed having a reading disorder. In 30 of the 38 children

the reading disorder was confirmed. In this paper, we present

the results on the automatic evaluation concerning a single

word reading test. We achieve up to 78.9 % recognition rate

in the detection of the exceedance of the reading error limit

and 97.4 % recognition rate in the classification for reading

disorder.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The state-of-the-art approach to examine children for rea-

ding disorders is a perceptual evaluation of the children’s

reading abilities. In all of these reading tests, a list of words

or sentences is presented to the child. The child has to read

all of the material as fast and as accurately as possible. In

order to determine whether the child has a reading disorder

two variables are investigated by a human supervisor during

the test procedure:

• The duration of the test, i.e. the fluency, and

• The number of reading errors during the reading of the

test material, i.e., the accuracy.

Both variables, however, are dependent on the age of the

child and related to each other. If a child tries to read very

fast, the number of reading errors will increase and vice ver-

sa [2]. Furthermore, with increasing age the reading ability

of children increases. Hence, appropriate test material has

to be chosen according to the age and reading ability of the

child. Therefore, reading tests often consist of different sub-

tests. While younger children are tested with really existing

words and only short sentences, the older children have to

be tested with more difficult tasks, such as long complex

sentences and pseudo words which may or may not resem-

ble real words. Appropriate sub-tests are then selected for

each tested child. Often this is linked to the child’s progress

in school.

One major drawback of the testing procedure is the intra-

rater variablity in the perceptual evaluation procedure. Alt-

hough the test manual often defines how to differentiate rea-

ding errors from normal disfluencies and “allowed” pronun-

ciation alternatives, there is no exact definition of a reading

error in terms of its acoustical representation. In order to

solve this problem, we propose the use of a speech recogni-

tion system to detect the reading errors. This procedure has

two major advantages:

• The intra-rater variability of the speech recognizer is

zero because it will always produce the same result
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given the same input.

• The definition of reading errors is standardized by the

parameters of the speech recognition system, i.e., the

reading ability test can also be performed by lay per-

sons with only little experience in the judgment of rea-

dings disorders.

In the literature, different automatic approaches to deter-

mine the “reading level” of a child exist. Often the reading

level is linked to the perceptual evaluation of expert liste-

ners using five to seven classes. In [1] Black et al. estimate a

reading level between 1 and 7 using pronunciation verificati-

on methods based on Bayesian Networks. Compared to the

human evaluation they achieve correlations between their

automatic predictions and the human experts of up to 0.91

on 13 speakers. In [3] the use of finite-state-transducers is

proposed to obtain a “reading level” between “A” (best) and

“E” (worst). For this five-class problem absolute recognition

rates of up to 73.4 % for real words and 62.8 % for pseudo

words are reported. In order to remove age-dependent effects

from the data, 80 children in the 2nd grade were investiga-

ted. Both papers focus on the creation of a “reading tutor”

in order to improve children’s reading abilities.

In contrast to these studies, we are interested in the dia-

gnosis of reading disorders as they are relevant in a cli-

nical point of view. Currently, we are developing PEAKS

(Program for the Evaluation of All Kinds of Speech Disor-

ders [10]) — a client-server-based speech evaluation frame-

work — which was already used to evaluate speech intelligi-

bility in children with cleft lip and palate [11], patients after

removal of laryngeal cancer [7], and patients after the remo-

val of oral cancer [14]. PEAKS features interfaces and tools

to integrate standardized speech tests easily. After integra-

tion of a new test, PEAKS can be used for recording from

any PC which is connected to the Internet if Java Runtime

Environment version 1.6 or higher is installed. All analyses

performed by PEAKS are fully automatic and independent

of the supervising person. Hence, it is an ideal framework

to integrate an automatic reading disorder classification sy-

stem.

In the following we describe the used recognition system,

followed by a description of the speech data. In the results

section we present the outcome of the automatic classifica-

tion procedure. The paper is concluded by a summary.

2. METHODS
The “Program for the Evaluation of All Kinds of

Speech disorders” (PEAKS, [11]) was applied to record

and analyze the data. It is an online speech recording

and evaluation system which is available via the Internet

(http://peaks.informatik.uni-erlangen.de).

In a first acoustic analysis, the speech recognizer converts

speech into a sequence of feature vectors which consist of

12 Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC). The first

coefficient is replaced with the energy of the signal. Additio-

nally 12 delta coefficients are computed over a context of 2

time frames to the left and the right side (50 ms in total).

Table 2: 38 Children were recorded with the SLRT:

The table shows mean value, standard deviation, mi-

nimum, and maximum of the age of the children and

the count (#) in the respective group.

group # mean std. dev. min max

all 38 9.7 0.9 7.8 11.3

girls 12 10.2 0.7 9.0 11.3

boys 26 9.5 0.9 7.8 11.3

The recognition is performed with semi-continuous Hid-

den Markov Models. The codebook contains 500 full co-

variance Gaussian densities which are shared by all HMM

states. The elementary recognition units are polyphones [12],

a generalization of triphones. Polyphones use phones in a

context as large as possible which can still statistically be

modeled well, i.e., the context appears more often than 50

times in the training data. The HMMs for the polyphones

have three to four states per phone.

From the recognized word chain and the reference a per-

centage of correctly uttered words — the word accuracy

(WA) — is computed. As previously shown, this number

corresponds with the speech intelligibility [13], i.e., since the

recognizer and the setup is kept constant the only varying

factor remains the child’s speech that is recorded [9].

Furthermore, the system keeps track of the recording ti-

me, i.e, the reading duration. This number is also used as a

feature in the following.

3. DATA

3.1 Test Material
The recorded test data is based on a German standardized

reading disorder test — the “Salzburger Lese-Rechtschreib-

Test” (SLRT, [8]). In total the SLRT consists of eight sub-

tests (cf. Table 1). All sub-tests contain 196 words of which

170 are disjoint.

The test is standardized according to the instructions and

the evaluation. The test is presented in form of a small book,

which is handed to the children to read in. They get the

instruction to read the text as fast as possible while doing

as little reading mistakes as possible. In the original setup,

the supervisor of the test has to measure the time for all

sub-tests separately while noting down the reading errors of

the child.

In the following, we will only report the results obtained

for the SLRT2 sub-test. It is composed of a list of 30 mono-

and bisyllabic real words, i.e., a single word test.

3.2 Recording Setup
In order to be able to collect the data directly at the PC,

the test had to be modified. Instead of a book, the text was

presented as a slide on the screen of a PC. The instructions

to the child were the same as in the original setup.

All children were recorded with a head-mounted micro-
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Table 1: Structure of the SLRT test: The table reports all sub-tests of the SLRT with their contents, their

number of words, and the school grades in which the respective sub-test is suitable.

sub-test content # of words grade

SLRT1 A short list of bisyllabic, single, real words to introdu-

ce the test. This part is not analyzed according to the

protocol of the test.

8 1–4

SLRT2 A list of mono- and bisyllabic real words 30 1–4

SLRT3 A list of compound words with two to three compounds

each

11 3–4

SLRT4 A short story with only mono- and bisyllabic words 30 1–2

SLRT5 A longer story with mainly mono- and bisyllabic words

but also a few compound words

57 3–4

SLRT6 A short list of pseudo words with two to three syllables

to introduce the pseudo words. This part is not analyzed

according to the protocol of the test.

6 3–4

SLRT7 A list of pseudo words with two to three syllables 24 1–4

SLRT8 A list of mono- and bisyllabic pseudo words which resem-

ble real words

30 2–4

Table 3: Overview on the limits of pathology for the

SLRT7 and SLRT8 sub-tests

SLRT 2

grade # of errors duration [s]

1st 6 119

2nd 4 76

3rd 2 33

4th 2 29

phone (Plantronics USB 510) at the University Clinic Er-

langen. The recordings took place in a separate quiet room

without background noises. Hence, appropriate audio quali-

ty was achieved in all recordings.

In total 38 children (26 boys and 12 girls) were recorded.

The average age of the children was 10.2 ± 0.9 years. A de-

tailed overview regarding the statistics of the children’s ages

is given in Tabelle 2. All of the children were speculated to

have a reading disorder.

3.3 Perceptual Evaluation
For each child the decision whether its reading ability was

pathologic or not was determined according to the manual of

the SLRT [8]. A child’s reading ability is deemed pathologic

• if the duration of the test is longer than an age-

dependent standard value or

• if the number of reading errors exceeds an age-

dependent standard value.

These limits differ for each sub-test according to the SLRT.

Table 3 reports these limits for the sub-test SLRT2. In the

SLRT2 sub-test 30 children were above the time limit.

We assigned each child two different labels: “reading er-

ror/normal” and “pathologic/non-pathologic”. If only the

number of misread words is exceeded, the child is assigned

the label “reading error”, otherwise “normal”. Reading errors

are regarded as soon as a single phonemic deviation is found.

Errors of the accentuation of the word are also counted as

reading errors as described in the manual of the test [8]. In

total 9 children exceeded the error limit.

If either of these two boundaries is exceeded by the child,

the child is assigned the label“pathologic”. 30 of the 38 child-

ren were diagnosed to have pathologic reading.

4. RESULTS
Classification was performed in a leave-one-speaker-out

(LOO) manner since there was only little training and test

data available. We chose two popular measures in order to

report the classification accuracy: The recognition rate (RR)

and the area under the Receiver-Operating-Characteristic

(ROC) curve [4]. As classification system, we decided for

Ada-Boost [5] in combination with an LDA-Classifier as

weak learner as it was already successfully applied in [6].

In total we employed four different features for the reco-

nition task:

• word accuracy (WA) of the children’s speech recogni-

tion system

• duration of the test measured in milliseconds

• the reading error limit and the duration limit for the

respective age of the child

• the age of the child at the time of the recording in

months
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Table 4: Results for the both classification

tasks “reading error/normal” and “pathologic/non-

pathologic”.

task: “reading error” “pathologic”

feature ROC RR [%] ROC RR [%]

WA 0.536 68.4 0.654 68.4

+ duration 0.609 71.1 0.996 94.7

+ age-dependent limits 0.552 68.4 0.996 94.7

+ age 0.625 78.9 0.999 97.4

In order to explore the effect of the different features we

started our experiments using WA only and added more

features. Table 4 reports the results. The best classificati-

on performance is found for both classification tasks as a

combination of recognition accuracy, age-dependent limits,

age of the child, and the reading duration. The performance

for the task “reading error” with an area under the curve

of 0.625 is moderate. Also the classification rate of 78.9 %

shows moderate to good performance. The detection of the

reading pathology, however, works very well with the auto-

matic system with an area under the curve of 0.999 and a

classification rate of 97.4 %. With such an performance our

system almost matches the human evaluator exactly. Note,

that the presented system does not require any human post-

processing at all. If similar results are achieved in the other

sub-tests a fully automatic detection of reading disorders

will be possible.

5. SUMMARY
We presented a novel approach for the classification of

reading disorders using automatic speech recognition tech-

niques. The detection rate of reading errors was moderate

with 78.9 %. The classification of the pathology could be

achieved with 97.4 %. In the future, this technique may fa-

cilitate the work of speech and language therapists.
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